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ABSTRACT 
Let U denote either the vector space of n x n matrices or the vector space of 
n x n symmetric matrices over an infinite field F. In this paper we characterize linear 
mappings L on U that satisfy one of the following properties: (i) L(adj A) = adj L(A) 
for alI A in U; (ii) L preserves idempotent matrices, and L (I, ) = I,, where F is the 
real field R or the complex field Q; (iii) L(eA) = eLcA) for a.U A in U, where F = R 
or V. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field. Let M,(F), S,(F), and K,(F) denote the vector spaces 
of all n x n matrices, symmetric matrices, and skew-symmetric matrices over 
F respectively. Let R and % denote the real and the complex fields 
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respectively. Let L: M,(g) + M,(V) be a nonzero linear mapping such that 
L(adj A) = adj L(A) for all A. In [ 131, Sinkhom proved that if n > 2, then L 
is of the form 
L(A) = XPAP-’ or L(A) = XPA”P-‘, 
where A”-’ = 1 and P is a nonsingular matrix; and if n = 2, then L(A) is a 
linear combination of maps of the forms PA(adj P) and QA’(adj Q), where P 
and Q are 2 X 2 matrices. Here adj X denotes the adjugate of the matrix X. 
His proof depends on Frobenius’s classical theorem on determinant pre- 
servers [2] and makes use of continuity argument. In this paper, we first 
generalize Sinkhorn’s result to arbitrary infinite fields and then consider the 
same problem on symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices. In the third 
section, we characterize unital linear mappings on M,(F) and S,,(F), F = R 
or 9, which send idempotent matrices to idempotent matrices. Finally we 
apply these results to characterize linear mappings L such that L(e*) = eL(*), 
where ex denotes the exponential of the matrix X. 
2. LINEAR MAPS WHICH COMMUTE WITH THE 
ADJUGATE FUNCTION 
Let R n denote the set of all nonsingular matrices in M,(F). 
THEOREM 1. Let n > 3, and F be an infinite field. Let U be a subs-pace 
of M,(F) such that 
(i) R,nUspans U, 
(ii) for each nonzero A in V, there exists a nonsingular matrix B in V 
such that A + B is singular, and 
(iii) adj A E U for any A in U. 
If L: U + U is a nonzero linear map such that L(adj A) = adj L(A) for all A 
in U, then L(R, n U) = R, n U. 
Proof. For A E U, 
L(adjadjA) = L(]A(“-2A) = (Alnp2L(A), 
L(adjadjA) = adjadjL(A) = (L(A)]“-‘L(A). 
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Thus 
IL(A)/“-~L(A) = IAI”-2L(A). 0) 
It follows from (1) that if A is singular, then L(A) is singular. Hence 
L(U \ R”) G L(U \ R”). 
If L(A) = 0, we shah show that A is singular. As R, n U spans U and 
L # 0, there exists D E R, n U such that L(D) # 0. For each X E F \ (O}, 
we have from (1) that 
Let f(X) = X”(“-2)(L(D)I”-2 - JA + XDIne2. Then f(h) is a polynomial in 
X with constant term - ]AlnV2. If IAl # 0, then we obtain a contradiction, 
since f(X) = 0 for all nonzero A in F and F is an infinite field. Hence A is 
singular. Thus if A is nonsingular, then L(A) # 0. It follows from (1) that 
]L(A)lnP2 = ]AlnP2 # 0; hence L(A) is also nonsingular. Therefore L(U n 
RJcUnR,. 
Next, we shall show that L is nonsingular. For if not, there exists 
0 # A E U such that L(A) = 0. Let B E R, CT U such that A + B is singular. 
Then by (1) 
IL(B)J”-~L(B)=JL(A+B)J~-~ L( A + B) = ]A + BJ”-2L( A + B) = 0. 
Thus L(B) is singular, which contradicts the fact that L(R, n U) c R, (7 U. 
Hence L is nonsingular. 
By combining aII the above arguments, we have L(R, n U) = R, n U. 
This completes the proof. n 
We remark that if U = M,(F) or S,(F) with charF # 2 or K,(F) with 
char F # 2, n even, then U has properties (i) to (iii) mentioned in Theorem 1. 
Let L be a nonzero linear mapping on M,(F) such that L(adj A) = 
adj L(A) for all A. Suppose that n > 3 and F is infinite. Then by Theorem 1, 
L(R,) = R,. Therefore by Theorem 1 in [l], there exist P, Q E R, such that 
L(A) = PAQ forah AEM, 
or 
L(A) = PAtQ for all A E M,(F). 
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Consider the case L(A) = PAQ. Since L(adj I,) = adj L(Z,), we have 
PQ = adj(PQ). One computes that 
(PQ)Q-‘(adj A)Q = P(adj A)Q = L(adj A) 
=adjL(A)=adj(PAQ) 
=adj(Q-‘AQ)adj(PQ) =Q-‘(adjA)Q(PQ). 
Since {bQ-‘(adjA)Q:O# bE F, AE R,} = R, and R, spans M,,(F), PQ 
commutes with all matrices in M,,(F). It follows that PQ = AZ, for some 
nonzero scalar A E F. Hence L(A) = XPAP-‘. From L(adjZ,) = adj L(Z,), 
we get A”-’ = 1. 
Similarly in the case L(A) = PA’Q, it can be shown that Q = AP-’ and 
An-2 = I. 
Suppose now n = 2. Note that adj is a linear map. Consider a 2 x 2 matrix 
A = (u,~) as a column vector (a,,, ui2, u2i, uz2)“. Then by the condition 
L(adj) = (adj)L, L can be represented as a 4 X 4 matrix: 
i 
a1 b, ~1 ~4 ’ 
a2 bz ~2 -a2 
a3 b, c3 -a3 ’ 
\a4 -b, -cl a, 
Hence the subspace of all linear mappings L that commute with adj has 
dimension equal to 10. Let 
pJ i 1 0 O 1 P2=(:, ;I, P3=(Y yj, 1’ 
p=o i 4 1 l 1 p=l i 0 i p=o i 1 i 0’ 10’ 01’ 5 s 
p=l i 0 i 7 00’ p=o i 1 i p=o i O 1 p,oo ( 1 SOO’ g r0 10’ 0 1’ 
Then Pi@(adjPi’), i = l,..., 10, are linearly independent. Hence 
L(A) = f h,P,AadjP, 
i=l 
for some scalars Xi. Note that F can be any field. Thus we have 
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THEOREM 2. Let L be a rwnzero linear map on M,,(F) such that 
L(adj A) = adj L(A) for all A. Zf n > 3 and F is an infinite field, then L has 
one of the fm L(A) = XPAP-1 or L(A) = APA’P-‘, where An”-’ = 1 and 
P E R,. Zf n = 2, then L(A) is a linear combination of maps of the form 
PA adj P, where P E M,(F). 
We remark that if n = 2 and L(A) is a linear combination of maps of the 
form PAadj P, then L(adjA) = adj L(A) for all A in M,(F). 
We now consider linear maps L on the space S,(F) of all n X n 
symmetric matrices over F such that L(adj A) = adj L( A), where char F # 2. 
If n > 3 and F is infinite, then L is a nonsingular map preserving nonsingu- 
lar matrices by Theorem 1. Hence by Theorem 10(d) in [7], 
L(A) = qPAPt, 
where P E R, and 11 E F. By an argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, we 
can show that 
L(A) = XPAP-‘, 
where P E R,, P-’ = aPt for some (Y E F, and X”-’ = 1. 
Suppose now n = 2. It is easily checked that the space of all linear maps T 
on S,,(F) such that T(adj) = (adj)T has dimension equal to 5. Let 
P4=( _: f), and P,=(: _:). 
Then adj Pi = &- Pi’ for all i, and the mappings Li on S,(F) with L,(A) = 
PiAadjPi, i=l,..., 5, are linearly independent. Hence L is a linear combina- 
tion of L,, . . . , L,. Therefore, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a field of characteristic not equal to 2, and L be a 
nonzero linear map on S,,(F) such that L(adj A) = adj L(A) for all A. Zf 
n > 3 and F is infinite, then L has the form L(A) = APAP- ‘, where 
Anp2 = 1 and P-’ = CUP’ for some a E F. Zf n = 2, then L(A) is a linear 
combination of maps of the fm PA adj P, where P E R, and adj P = 5 Pt. 
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For skew-symmetric matrices we have the following 
THEOREM 4. Let F be an infinite field of characteristic not equul to 2, 
and n an even positive integer. Let L be a rumzero linear map on K,,(F) such 
that L(adj A) = adj L(A) for all A. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix P 
with P-l = apt, a~ F, such that L(A) = XPAP-’ for all A in K,,(F) with 
An-2 = 1, except when n = 4, in which case L may possibly be of the fm 
’ 0 a34 a24 a23 
L(A)=hP 1:;; 
0 a 14 a13 
- al4 0 al2 '-l' 
(2) 
\ -a23 - al3 - a12 0 
where A = (aij) and A2 = 1. 
REMARK. Direct verification shows that linear maps of the form (2) 
commute with the adjugate function. 
Proof. The result is clear if n = 2. We assume that n > 4. By Theorem 
1, L is a nonsingular linear map preserving nonsingular matrices. In view of 
Theorem 2 in [6] (its proof actually works for arbitrary infinite fields of 
characteristic unequal to two), L also preserves rank 2 matrices. Hence there 
exists a nonsingular n x n matrix P such that L(A) = vPAP’ for all A in 
K,(F), except when n = 4, in which case L may possibly be the form 
L(A)=vP 1;; I 




- a14 a12 
(3) 
-au - a13 - a12 0 
where A = (aij). (See [ll, p. 9181 and [14, Theorem 11.) 
Let Dij = Eij - Eji, i # j, and B,= aD,, + 0% + . . . + Dn_-l,n, where 
cu # 0. Then Dij E K,(F) and adj B, = (a2 - a)D,, - a2B,. If L is not of the 
form (3), then by the equality L(adjB,)=adjL(B,), we have PtP(adjBJP”P 
= cIP’PJ(adj B,), where c = qnp2. Let Q = P”P. Then Q is symmetric and 
Q[(a2-a)D12-a2B1]Q=~JQl[(a2--)D12-~2Bl]. (4 
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When (Y = 1, we have 
QBlQ = ClQIBl. 
By substituting this into (4) we get 
QDl2Q = CIQIDl2? 
QDlz = cD1, adj Q. 
In general, we can show that for i # j, 
QDii = cDijadjQ. (5) 
Let Q = (9st), where 9,t = 9ts. By equating the two sides of (5) component- 
wise, we derive that 9si = 9sj = 0 for s f i, j and qiiqjj - 9: = cIQI. Since 
i, j are arb’t ril 1 ra y chosen, we conclude that Q = bZ, for some b in F and 
b2= c[QI. Hence P’= bP_’ and cbne2= 1. This proves that L(A)= 
XPAP-‘, where h = qb and Xnp2 = 1. 
If n = 4 and L is of the form (3), we obtain the following instead of (4): 
Q[(a2-a)Dlr-a2B1]Q=cIQl[(a2-a)D,,-a2B,], 
where c = n2. Therefore QDMQ = clQ[ Ds4. Thus in general we can also show 
that QDijQ = clQIDij f or i # j, and hence by a similar argument to the 
above we can conclude that Pf = bP_’ and cb2 = 1. This completes the 
proof. n 
3. LINEAR MAPS THAT PRESERVE IDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
In this section we characterize unital linear mappings on S,,(F) and 
M,(F) which preserve idempotent matrices when F = V or Iw. 
We shall need the following 
LEMMA 1. For each n X n nonzero real symmetric matrix A, there exists 
an n X n real symmetric matrix B such that B and A + B have rw eigenvalues 
in commn. 
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Proof. Wemayassumethat A=diag(h,,...,h,,),whereX,>, ... >A,,. 
If A is nonsingular, choose B = 0. Suppose rank A = k < n. Let 
A,=diag(X,,O ,..., 0) ES~_~+~(R). 
Let c i, . . . , c,_~ be n - k distinct real numbers and 
B,= 
0 1 ... 1 
1 Cl 
0 
1 0 C n-k 
Let f(A) and g(X) be the characteristic polynomials of B, and A, + B, 
respectively. Then g(x) = f(A) + Xkny:,“(ci - h). If f(u) = g(u) = 0 for 
some a E R, then a = ci for some i, a contradiction, since f( ci) = +ll j _+ i
(cj - ci) # 0. Hence A, + B, and B, have no eigenvalues in common. If 
F > 1, there exist real numbers b,, . . . , b,_ 1 such that g(b,) f 0 and f(X, + 
b,)#Oforall i. Let 
B=diag(b,,...,b,_,)@B,. 
Then B and A + B have no common eigenvalues. n 
LEMMA 2. Let U be a subspuce of M,(F), where churF z 2. Zf L is a 
linear map on U preserving idempotent matrices, then L also preserves 
orthogonal idempotent matrices. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that if E, and E, are idempotent 
matrices, then E, + E, are idempotent if and only if E, and E, are 
orthogonal. n 
THEOREM 5. Let L be a linear map on S,(s) that preserves idempotent 
matrices. Zf L(Z,) = I,, then there exists a complex orthogonal matrix P such 
that L(A) = PAP t for all A in S,(V). 
Proof. Let A be a diagonalizable nonsingular n x n complex symmetric 
matrix. Then Theorem 4 in [3, p. 81 implies that there exists a complex 
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orthogonal matrix Q such that 
Q'AQ = 5 XiEii, h,#O, i=l,..., n. 
i=l 
Then 
L(A) = i X,L( QEiiQ"). 
i=l 
By Lemma 2, L(QEiiQt), i = 1,. .., n is an orthogonal system of idempotent 
matrices. Since 
if follows that L(A) is nonsingular. 
Let A be a rank one idempotent in S,(V). We shall show that L(A) is of 
rank one. Since A is orthogonally similar to E,,, we may assume that 
A = E,,. Suppose that L(A) = 0. By Lemma 1, there exists a real n X n 
symmetric matrix B such that B and A + B have no eigenvahres in common. 
For any C E S,,(R) and X E V, C - XI, is diagonalizable. Hence 
IC-hZ,I#O * (L(C)-hZ”(#O. 
This shows that any eigenvalue of L( A + B) is an eigenvalue of both A + B 
and B, since L(A + B) = L(B). This contradicts our choice of B. Hence 
L(E,,) z 0. Since L(E,,) ,..., L(E,,“) is an orthogonal system of rr idempo- 
tent matrices and L(E,,) # 0 for each i, it follows that L(E,,) is of rank 1. 
Now let A be any rank 1 matrix in S,,(g) which is not a scalar multiple of 
an idempotent. Then A = U*U for some nonzero row vector u = (u,, . . . , u,,) 
with UU~ = 0. We may assume that ur # 0. Let { E, } be a sequence of 
nonzero real numbers such that lim m-+mEnl =0 and 2u,+E,fOfor d m. 
Let A, = u~vm where v,,, = (E, + ur, us,. . . , u,). Then Ai = h,A, # 0 and 
hence L(A,) is of rank 1. Since {A,,,} converges to A, it follows that 
{ L(A,)} converges to L(A). Let P be the set of all matrices in S,(V) with 
rank Q 1. Then P is a closed set of the Zariski topology on S,,(g). Since 
L(A,) E P for all m, we have L(A) E P. Hence L(P) c P. This shows that 
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L maps the set of singular matrices into itself. Suppose now that L(A) = 0. 
From 13, Corollary 2, p. 111 we see that A is orthogonal similar to the matrix 
1 r 1 ; _i @O. 
Now it is easy to construct a matrix D of rank n - 1 in S,(V) such that 
A + D has n distinct nonzero eigenvalues. Hence L(A + D) = L(D) is 
singular, a contradiction to our first part of the proof. Hence L(A) is of rank 
1. We have thus proved that L preserves rank 1 matrices. The Theorem now 
follows from Theorem 6 in [7]. n 
Let L be a linear map on M,(F) such that L preserves idempotent 
matrices and L(Z,) = I,. By modifying the proof of Theorem 5 and using 
Lemma 6 in [4], we can show that L sends the set of rank 1 matrices into 
itself. Hence by Theorem 1 in [9], we get the following 
THEOREMS. Let L be a linear map on M,(V) that preserves idempotent 
matrices. Zf L(Z,) = I,, then there exists a nonsingular matrix P in M,(V) 
such that 
L(A) = PAP-’ for all A 
OT 
L(A) = PA”P-’ for all A. 
Using ideas in [lo, p. 3851, we give an alternative proof of the following 
result in [ 12, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 3. Let L be a linear map on S,(R) with L(Z,) = I,. Zf L 
preserves nonsingular matrices, then there is an orthogonal matrix P such that 
L(A) = PAP t for all A in S,(R). 
Proof. Suppose that L(A) = 0 for some nonzero symmetric matrix A. 
By Lemma 1, there exists B in S,(R) such that B and A + B have no 
eigenvahres in common. Hence by hypothesis, every eigenvalue of L( A + B) 
= L(B) is an eigenvahre of A + B and also of B, a contradiction. Hence L is 
nonsingular. The result now follows from Theorem 8 in [7]. 
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LEMMA 4. Let U be a subspace of M,(R) containing S,,(R). Let L be a 
linear map on U such that L(Z,) = I, and L pmemes idapotent matrices. 
Zf A in S,(R) is nonsingular, then L(A) is nonsingular. 
The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as the first part of the 
proof of Theorem 5. 
Combining Lemmas 3 and 4, we have 
THEOREM 7. Let L be a linear map on S,(W) with L(Z,) = I,. Zf L 
preserves idempotent matrices, then there exists an orthogonal matrix P in 
M,(R) such that L(A) = PAP’ for all A in S,(R). 
For the proof of idempotent preservers on M,(R), we shall need the 
following result in [12, Lemma 31. 
LEMMA 5. Let L: S,(R) + M,(R) be a linear map with L(Z,) = I,. Zf L 
preserves nonsingular matrices and also idempotent matrices, then there 
exists a nonsingular matrix P E M,(W) such that L(A) = PAP-l for all 
A E S,(R). 
THEOREM 8. Let L be a linear map on M,(R) with L(Z,) = I,. Zf L 
preserves idempotent matrices, then there exists a nonsingular mutrix P such 
that L(A) = PAP-’ for all A or L(A) = PA’P-’ for all A. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, there exists a nonsingular matrix P 
in M,(R) such that L(A) = PAP-’ for all A E S,,(R). Let T: M,(R) + M,(R) 
be defined by 
T(A) = P-‘L(A)P, 
for all A E M,(R). Then T is an idempotent preserver, and the restriction of 
T on S,(R) is the identity map. We shall show that T is either the identity 
map or the transpose map. 
Let B, DE M,(W). If B and B + D are idempotent, then T(B) and 
T( B + D) are idempotents. Thus 
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For i f j, by choosing D = Eij and B = Eji or Ejj, we have 
Ei,‘Z’( Eij) + T( Eij)Eii = ‘( Eij) - T( Eij)“, 
(6) 
EjjT( Eij) + T( Eij)Ejj = T(Eij) - T( Eij)‘. 
Thus 
(Eii - Ejj)T(Eij)+T(Eij)(Eii- Ejj) =O. (7) 
Let T(Eii) = (x,,). Equating both sides of (7) componentwise, we have 
T(E,,.) = xijEij + xjiEji. By substituting this into (6) we get xijxji = 0. Thus 
T(Eji) = yijEij + yjiEji, where yijyji = 0. Since Eij + Eji E S,(R), we have 
T(E,, + Eji) = Eij + Eji. Thus xii + yij = xji + yji = 1. This implies that 
T(Eij) = Eij or Eji and T(Eij)’ = T(Eji) for all i # j. 
If n = 2, this shows that T(A) = A or A’ for all A E M,(R). 
If n > 2, for distinct i, j, k, Eii + Eij + Ejk and T(E,, + E,, + Eik) are 
idempotent. It follows that the nonzero entries of T(E,, + Eij + Eik) are 
either in the same row or in the same column. Thus T(Eij) = Eij if and only 
if T(Eik) = Eik. Th is implies that T is either the identity map or the 
transpose map, and completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY. The conclusions of Theorem 5 to Theorem 8 remain true if 
the hypothesis on L is replaced by one of the following: 
(i) L is a linear map preserving nonzero idernpotent matrices. 
(ii) L is a nonzero linear map such that L(A2) = L(A)2 for all A. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that L(Z,) = I,. Suppose that (i) holds. Then 
L(Z,) = IX:= ,L(E,,) = I, by Lemma 2. 
Suppose that (ii) holds. From [5, pp. 140-1411 we see that L( A2) = L(A)2 
for all A implies that 
L(ABA) = L(A)L(B)L(A) (8) 
for all A and B. Suppose that L(E,,) = 0 for some i. Then for j # i, 
L[(Eii+Eji)Eji(Eij+Eji)] =L(Ejj)=O 
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by (8). Hence L(Z,) = 0, and this implies that L = 0 by (8), a contradiction. 
Therefore L( Eii) # 0 for each i. This proves that L( I,) = I, by Lemma 2. n 
4. LINEAR MAPS WHICH COMMUTE WITH THE 
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION 
In this section we characterize linear maps L on S,,(F) and M,,(F) such 
that L(e*) = e L(A) for all A when F = %? or Iw. 
LEMMA 6. Let F be a subfield of V, and U a subspace of M,,(F) such 
thate*EUforallAEU. ZfL:U+UisalinearmupsuchthatL(eA)=eL(*) 
for all A in U, then L preserves idempotent matrices and L(Z,) = I,. 
Proof. Obviously L(Z,) = I,. Suppose that A is an idempotent matrix in 
U. Then e* = (e - l)A + I,. Let B = I, - A. Then B is also idempotent and 
AB = BA = 0. Thus 
ez, = e’n = eL(fn) = eL(*+B) = eL(*jeL(B) = L(~*)L(~B) 
= L((e - l)A+ Z,)L((e - 1)B + I,) 
= [(e-l)L(A)+Z,][(e-l)L(B)+Z,] 
Hence L( A)L( B) = 0. This implies that L(A) = L( A)2. n 
The following two results follow from Lemma 6 and Theorem 5 to 
Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 9. Let F = V or R. Let L : M,(F) + M,,(F) be a linear map 
such that L( e *) = e L(A) for all A in M,,(F). Then L has one of the following 
forms: 
(i) L(A) = PAP-l, 
(ii) L(A) = PAtP-‘, 
where P is a nonsingular mutrix over F. 
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THEOREM 10. Let F = V M R. Let L: S,,(F) -+ S,(F) be a linear map 
such that L(e*) = eL(*) fm all A in S,,(F). Then there exists an orthogonal 
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